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Abstract 
 

TV white space (TVWS) is showing promise to become the first widespread practical 
application of cognitive technology. In fact, regulators worldwide are beginning to allow 
access to the TV band for secondary users, on the provision that they access the geolocation 
database. Device-to-device (D2D) can improve the spectrum efficiency, but large-scale D2D 
communications that underlie TVWS may generate undesirable interference to TV receivers 
and cause severe mutual interference. In this paper, we use an established geolocation database 
to investigate the power allocation problem, in order to maximize the total sum throughput of 
D2D links in TVWS while guaranteeing the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement for both 
D2D links and TV receivers. Firstly, we formulate an optimization problem based on the 
system model, which is nonconvex and intractable. Secondly, we use an effective approach to 
convert the original problem into a series of convex problems and we solve these problems 
using interior point methods that have polynomial computational complexity. Additionally, 
we propose an iterative algorithm based on the barrier method to locate the optimal solution. 
Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has strong performance with high 
approximation accuracy for both small and large dimensional problems, and it is superior to 
both the active set algorithm and genetic algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

In the past decade, wireless communications have developed rapidly. There are increasing 
numbers of wireless devices that are used in modern society. The wireless spectrum is scarce 
and limitations on useable resources are hindering the evolution of modern wireless 
communication systems [1]. Cognitive radio (CR) is a feasible technology that can provide a 
secondary use for TV white space (TVWS), which is being intensively researched [2]. It is 
worth mentioning that IEEE 802.22 is the driver in advancing CR towards practical use. This 
standard allows wireless regional area networks (WRANs) to utilize the TV bands to offer 
broadband service. The emergence of a geolocation spectrum database is a promising 
cognitive technique which can enable TVWS to be used for wireless communication, 
especially after the FCC ruling [3] in 2010, which removed the requirement for mandatory 
spectrum sensing in white space. Instead, the white space device (WSD) should learn 
spectrum availability at its current location from an authorized database [4]. 

Unlicensed users can utilize TVWS only if they can guarantee protection to neighboring 
incumbent networks. In the ECC report 159 [5], a deterministic approach called ‘Reference 
Geometry’ was proposed. In contrast with previous works, this aimed to address not only 
co-channel interference (CCI) but also adjacent channel interference (ACI) at the TV receiver. 
In [6], the authors proposed an analytical approach to determine the permissible transmission 
power for short-range secondary users under aggregate adjacent channel interference 
constraints in TV white space. A hybrid spectrum sensing and geolocation database 
framework is proposed in [7] to fully locate available TVWS, which serves as a fundamental 
framework for advancing the design of hybrid approaches for spatial-temporal spectrum hole 
discovery. These works mainly focus on protecting the TV receiver, rather than considering 
secondary users.  

Since there are plenty of opportunities for spatial reuse, we integrate device-to-device 
communication into TVWS to explore the unused TV spectrum. The benefits of D2D 
communications are manifold: an increased network capacity, higher transmission rate, ability 
to offload data and creation of new applications [8, 9]. Cellular topology is usually adopted in 
WRAN/WLAN communications to manage the networks, however this has two crucial 
constraints [10]. One is the limited network capacity, which is due to many reasons including 
the fact that only a single pair of transceivers can communicate on a channel simultaneously, 
without exploiting potential opportunities for spatial reuse of channels. Another drawback is 
energy efficiency, which is important since the user device may have energy limitations, and 
there will be an increase in energy requirements when devices are far from the base station (BS) 
or the communication links are poor condition. In WRAN/WLAN networks, multiple adjacent 
TV channels can be used as a bundled channel, however non-adjacent channels cannot be used 
at the same time in a cell, and as a result vacant channels may be wasted. All of those 
constraints can be avoided by direct device-to-device communication, which saves 
unnecessary routing through a BS when mobile devices need proximity-based services, and 
hence decreases the end-to-end delay. There has recently been tremendous interest in 
supporting D2D communication, driven largely by social networking applications. In [11], a 
novel hierarchical cloud computing architecture is designed to enhance performance by 
offloading Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) to D2D communication. The proposed 
architecture can increase the capacity of a mobile network by up to 10 percent. The Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is attempting to incorporate D2D into LTE to support 
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public safety networks [12]. Moreover, the IEEE 802.22b Task Group has been established to 
enhance the WRAN’s capacity in TV bands by D2D communication and multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) [10]. 

There are various schemes that have been proposed to manage interference in D2D 
communications. [13] has investigated the optimal method of power control along with mode 
switching with respect to the overall network throughput, however only a prioritized user is 
given a minimum service guarantee. In [14], a fixed power margin scheme is proposed to 
coordinate interference between D2D pairs and licensed users. This scheme is simple but not 
optimal since it is difficult to select a suitable power margin. To manage interference between 
cellular users and D2D systems, [15] has proposed an interference limited area (ILA) control 
scheme, which disallows the coexistence of cellular users and a D2D pair within a defined area. 
Specifically, we investigate the problem of D2D underlying TVWS using code-division 
multiple access (CDMA) technology with explicit interference protection for incumbent TV 
receivers and QoS constraints for multiple D2D pairs. We assume that the mobile user/device 
in each D2D link also requires a minimum transmission rate in terms of signal to interference 
plus noise ratio (SINR) and impose maximum power constraints. There are some studies [8, 16] 
focusing on guaranteeing quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for both D2D users and 
regular cellular users, but [16] has only addressed the case where one D2D pair reuses resource 
with a cellular user. However, the number of D2D users is relatively small with respect to 
existing cellular users and the number of potentially available channels in these studies. In this 
paper, we are attempting to apply large numbers of D2D links in TVWS. Similar to cellular 
networks, D2D systems in TVWS also need a central controller. The difference is that 
although D2D users do not experience congestion from cellular users, they are responsible for 
protecting nearby TV receivers. 

The deployment of multiple D2D links in TVWS poses a critical problem, which is the 
coexistence between TV receivers and D2D links, as well as self-coexistence between 
multiple D2D links. We study an optimization problem to maximize the total sum throughput 
of D2D links under the constraint of coexistent conditions. Since this type of optimization 
problem is nonconvex, it is difficult to calculate a global optimal solution. Based on these 
technical challenges, our main contributions can be summarized as follows: 
 Present a novel network scenario and framework within multiple D2D 

communications underlying TVWS. In this system, D2D links are regulated by the 
access point, and the dominant feature is the geolocation database. New users are 
registered at the database through AP and the database uses algorithms to allocate 
power for each link from an overall perspective.  

 Formulate the spatial reuse of TV channels between licensed DTV services and 
unlicensed D2D communications as an optimization problem. The objective is the total 
sum throughput of the D2D links. The constraint conditions are the QoS requirements 
for both the compromised TV receiver and each D2D link, and the maximum 
transmission power of the devices. This optimization problem is challenging, but we 
take an effective approach to convert it into a series of tractable convex sub-problems, 
making it possible to design an effective algorithm to solve it.  

 Propose a barrier method based algorithm. We first explored the existence of an 
optimal solution with respect to a feasible system, and used the barrier method to locate 
the optimum value in polynomial complexity. It has been proven that the algorithm 
converges well and provides a high approximation accuracy of the original objective. 
Additionally, the proposed algorithm outperforms both the active set algorithm and the 
genetic algorithm. 
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2. System Model Description 

2.1 Network Scenario 
As shown in Fig. 1, the white space device (WSD) should transmit its signal by 
opportunistically utilizing TVWS in order to avoid causing harmful interference to licensed 
DTV signal receivers. In the near future, a WSD will be more similar to a personal device such 
as smart phone, tablet or other device equipped with programmable support hardware. In the 
case of a concert or an athletic competition, there are a large number of users/devices willing 
to share audio or video materials with others nearby, which may cause a high traffic load for 
the cellular network. However, D2D communications can provide an efficient solution for 
these types of proximity-based media services. Since many mobile users/devices are accessing 
the licensed spectrum at the same time, this may result in unacceptable interference levels in 
the primary service. Unlicensed spectrums such as the TV band offer a better choice for D2D 
communications at lower expense. An access point and a low-cost infrastructure is needed to 
coordinate those devices. Usually, an AP is not necessary for a new infrastructure since 
cellular infrastructure is already widely deployed. It can be a very promising business model 
for the cellular service provider to exploit TVWS and offer additional spectrum to mobile 
users/devices [17]. There is one more deployment to implement D2D communications in 
TVWS, which is that the AP should be connected to a well-established geolocation spectrum 
database, which includes overall and reliability spectrum availability information to any 
particular area of interest. 

 
Fig. 1. Scenario of D2D communications in TVWS 

 
In Fig. 1, broken lines with an arrow represent interference. Individual D2D links have 

mutual interference between them and multiple mobile users/devices can cause cumulative 
interference to the victim TV receiver. A solid arrow represents the desired signal. The AP 
takes control of the D2D links via an exclusive control channel which must not be occupied by 
any communication links. This can be realized by broadcasting a beacon signal periodically. 
The active D2D links listen to the control beacons and follow the control information [18]. 

As a direct transmission technique, it is critical for users/devices within the proximity to 
find each other, which is called D2D peer device discovery [8]. Devices then must establish 
D2D sessions to maintain continuous network management and control for the potential data 
transmission [19]. However, the most challenging and important issue in D2D 
communications is efficient resource allocation and guarantee of QoS. The process of D2D 
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link access to TVWS is illustrated in Fig. 2 and shows that a single period contains three basic 
time slots: a communication request window, a session setup window and a communication 
window. Before starting communications, a WSD pair must inform the access point by 
initiating a query request within the time slot of a communication request window. To 
discover the target peer device, users/devices send packets to the AP via a commonly used 
cellular channel. Specifically, the information in the packet includes location information for 
determination of the available spectrum, the device ID and the target peer ID for establishment 
of the communication link, and the QoS requirement to guarantee effective signal receipt. The 
AP then accesses the central geolocation database, to get the available spectrum for 
users/devices based on the users/devices that are already registered in the geolocation database. 
Similar to the IP-based detection method to develop D2D session setup in [19], AP handles the 
whole procedure and the D2D session setup is transparent to the users/devices. In the session 
setup window, AP firstly responds to users/devices with the corresponding available spectrum 
in slot b1. In the next slot b2, users/devices then report the channel gain measurements to AP. 
In slot b3, the geolocation database executes the power allocation algorithm for the registered 
users/devices. After adjusting the transmission power based on feedback from the AP, the 
registered users/devices can start data transmission in the communication window. We assume 
all the time windows and slots have been well designed, taking both efficiency and overheads 
into consideration. At the beginning of a new period, users/devices can choose to evacuate or 
stay by informing the AP at slot d, which is same as the procedure in slot a. 

… …

A B C

A: Communication request window     B: Session setup window     C: Communication window 

a b1 b2 b3 c d

Uplink

Downlink

D2D direct 
link

 
Fig. 2. The process of D2D access to TVWS 

 
In a real scenario, there may be hundreds of active users making communication requests 

within a single slot. However, due to a limited available spectrum, the geolocation database 
cannot provide each user with exclusive use. Since different user pairs are distributed over a 
relatively wide range, there are many opportunities to exploit spatial reuse in each channel. In 
order to accommodate as many as possible user pairs with limited TV channels, we have 
previously proposed two spectrum assignment methods in [20]. Therefore, in this paper we 
emphasize power allocation to maximize the throughput performance for such a high volume 
of users. If there are too many active users to reuse the spatial spectrum, the admission control 
scheme must be activated, which may result in some user pairs not being permitted access, due 
to their poor SINR level or severe interference to others [21]. For any defined signal strength, 
the received interference strength directly affects the QoS of each user. Since there may be a 
high distribution density of mobile devices, mutual interference may arise from both the 
existing channel and adjacent channels. This is discussed further in Section 2.3. 

To facilitate analysis in this paper, we choose a TV receiver that lies on the intersection of 
the DTV signal cover contour and the line from the DTV transmitter to the secondary cell 
center, which is the worst case scenario that will be confronted with the most aggregate 
interference [7]. We hereafter refer to this receiver as the victim TV receiver and give it 
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adequate protection. In the rest of this section, we first introduce the propagation model that is 
used in this paper, and then illustrate the SINR threshold model. 

2.2 Signal Propagation Model 
Since all of the D2D links are within the communication area of a specific cell, the transmitter 
and receiver pair is assumed to be distributed around the AP, which is located at the center of a 
cell. In many previous studies, the signal propagation channel has been modeled based on two 
major dynamics: the large-scale distance-dependent path loss and the small-scale fading [22]. 
The following is used to evaluate the large-scale path loss between a transmitter and a receiver, 
which is the dB mode of ,rx txg  [23], 

 [ ] ( ) ( ) ( ), dB 10 log 4 10 log 20log ,rx tx T RG d f l lα π α= ∗ + ∗ − ∗  (1) 

where α  is the path loss exponent which depends on the specific propagation environment, 
d  is the distance from the transmitter to the receiver in m, f  is the central frequency in MHz, 
and Tl  and Rl  are the height of the transmitter and the receiver respectively in m. 

Small-scale fast fading cannot be precisely predicted using current models. This quantity is 
usually characterized by a probability distribution (e.g., Rayleigh, Rice or Nakagami). We use 
a Rayleigh distribution for the fading gain, which can be modeled as  

 2 2
, 1 2 ,rx txh h h= +  (2) 

where 1h  and 2h  are two independent Gaussian variables obeying a ( )20,N δ�  distribution. 

In order to guarantee the QoS requirements for both the victim TV receivers and each D2D 
link, all channel gains must be continuously estimated for the online optimal power allocation. 
Exact channel estimation is still a challenge, and this is a topic currently undergoing much 
research. Fortunately, the deployment of DTV transmitters and TV receivers are static, and the 
transmission frequencies change relatively infrequently, which makes the channel estimation 
in TVWS more tractable. Specifically, the channel gains between each D2D link (i.e., ,i jb ) 
can be estimated using pilot-aided channel estimation or other approaches [24]. The channel 
gains between the transmitters of the D2D links and the victim TV receiver (i.e., ,pr ib ) can be 
estimated by employing sensors near the receiver, and forwarding this information to a central 
controller [25] (i.e., the geolocation spectrum database). If the channel gains vary slowly over 
time, the geolocation database can obtain and update the channel gains fast enough to enable 
the power allocation algorithm to be used. In this paper, we adopt the above signal propagation 
model as an alternative method of characterizing the propagation environment and quantifying 
the channel gain of each link. 

2.3 SINR Threshold Model 
As formerly mentioned, the worst-case TV receiver is taken as the victim TV receiver for 
analysis. It operates on channel a , with a central frequency of af . tx

tvp  is the transmission 
power of the DTV transmitter, and the SINR at the TV receiver can then be denoted as 

 ,
2
0

,
tx tv
tv rx tx

pr

p b
v

γ
σ

=
+

 (3) 
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where 2
0σ  is the noise power at the TV receiver, , , ,

tv tv tv
rx tx rx tx rx txb g h=  represents the joint gain 

due to path loss and Raleigh fading between the DTV transmitter and receiver, and prv  is the 
cumulative interference from the D2D links. 

Assuming that there are N  D2D links, the channel taken by each link is denoted as 
{ },1ix i N= ≤ ≤x , with frequency 

ixf , and all channels have the same bandwidth as the 
DTV receiver. Due to imperfections in the receiver filter characteristics, interference can 
occur from either a D2D link on the same channel or adjacent channels. According to previous 
studies [26], the required SINR threshold for successful signal reception in a TV receiver, with 
interference on channel kx  is defined as 

 ( ),
2
0

,
k

tx tv
tv rx tx

x
p

p b
f

v
γ

σ
≥ ∆

+
 (4) 

where kx
pv  denotes the interference received on channel kx  by the TV receiver, and 

| |
ka xf f f∆ = −  is the frequency offset between the two channels. Fig. 3 gives the SINR 

protection threshold of each adjacent channel according to Ofcom reference data [27] and 
measurement results by [26, 27]. The co-channel refers to 0f∆ = , which has the highest 
protection threshold of all the channels. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Protection threshold of SINR on co-channel and adjacent channel 

 
Each active D2D link i  imposes the following interference to the TV receiver:  

 { }, , , 1,..., ,pr i i pr iv p b i N= ∈  (5) 

where ip  is the transmission power of link i , and , , ,( , )pr i i pr i pr ib x a g hϑ= . , ,pr i pr ig h  is the 

joint attenuation due to path loss and fading, while ( , )ix aϑ  is the defined adjacent channel 
interference coefficient, when ix a= , ( , ) 1ix aϑ = , otherwise ( , )ix aϑ  ( ) (0)fγ γ= ∆ . 
Taking all active D2D links within the area of interest into account, the cumulative effect of 
interference from multiple channels can be modeled as an equivalent co-channel interference 
by the weighted summation of the interference from each different channel [28] 

 , ,
1 1

 .
N N

pr pr i i pr i
i i

v v p b
= =

= =∑ ∑  (6) 
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Then the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio at the TV receiver should meet the following 
constraint: 

 ,

2
, 0

1

,
tx tv
tv rx tx th

N

i pr i
i

p b

p b
γ γ

σ
=

= ≥
+∑

 (7) 

thγ  is the threshold level of the SINR at the TV receiver and in the case above, the DTV signal 
will be received correctly. 

Similarly, for the D2D link i , the interference from the D2D link j  is , ,i j i i jv p b= , where 

, , ,( , )i j i j i j i jb x x g hϑ=  when i j≠ , and , , ,i j i j i jb g h= otherwise. Hence the aggregate 

interference due to other links received by i  is , ,

N N

i i j j i j
j i j i

v v p b
≠ ≠

= =∑ ∑ . At the receiver of the 

D2D link i , the SINR should not be below the threshold level th
iλ  for the coexistence of 

multiple D2D links. 

 { },

2
,

, 1,..., .i i i th
i iN

j i j i
j i

p b
i N

p b
λ λ

σ
≠

= ≥ ∈
+∑

 (8) 

3. Feasibility Analysis and Problem Formulation 
In this section, we first discuss the feasibility of the system model, and then formulate the 
problem of interest. Finally, we describe the technical challenges in solving the optimization 
problem. 

3.1 Feasibility Analysis 

Define an N N×  matrix M  with the ( ), thi j −  elements as ,

,,

th
i i j

i i

b
i j bm λ=  for i j≠  and 

, 0i jm =  for i j= . In addition, define a column vector { }2

,

th
i i

i ib
λ δ=η  of length N . 

1 2[ , ,..., ]T
Np p p=p  denotes the transmission power across all links if the SINR level at each 

link’s receiver reaches the corresponding threshold, thus 
  ,Jp η  (9) 

where = −J I M , I  refers to the N N×  identity matrix and “  ” is used to denote a 
component-wise inequality. Introducing positive slack variables 1 2 2[ , ,..., ]T

N N Np p p+ +=q , 
the inequality (14) can be written as  

 ( ),  . 
− = 

 

p
J I η

q
 (10) 

We assert that the system is strictly feasible if and only if ( )† 1−= +p J η q  satisfies the 
following constraint  
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†

,† 2
pr 0

0
 ,tx tv

tv rx tx
th

p b
σ

γ

 < ≤



< −


maxp p

b p
 (11) 

in which the column vector { }pr ,pr ib=b , and { }max max
ip=p  denotes the maximum 

transmission power level at each transmitter. Intuitively, the total system throughput can only 
possibly be enhanced when the coexistent communication includes coexistence between the 
TV receiver and D2D links, as well as guaranteed self-coexistence between the D2D links.  

3.2 Problem Formulation 
In this paper, we use the total throughput as the performance measure of the secondary D2D 
link system. Thus, the optimization problem is formulated as  

 

( )

( )

( )

,*
2{ } 21

,

, 2
pr 0

,

2
,

max log 1    

s.t. ,                             

, {1,..., }.      

i

N
i i i

Np i
j i j i

j i

tx tv
tv rx tx

th

i i i th
iN

j i j i
j i

p b
opt a

p b

p b
b

p b
i N c

p b

σ

σ
γ

λ
σ

=
=

≠

≠

 
 
 = +
 + 
 

≤ −

≥ ∀ ∈
+

∑
∑

∑

p

b p  (12) 

The problem aims to find the optimal power allocation ∗p that will maximize the total 
throughput. The constraints include the condition of protection of the victim TV receiver and 
the other conditions guarantee the coexistence of multiple D2D links. However, the 
optimization problem in this form can be very hard to solve, since the objective function is 
nonlinear and not even convex, and this is the real technical challenge of this problem. 
Furthermore, the above multivariable optimization problem can be rather difficult and highly 
dependent on the number of variables. If there are intersecting relationships between multiple 
variables, numerical results in [29, 30] show that huge numbers of iterations are required to 
obtain the optimum solution for this type of problem. We will later introduce a feasible 
solution to convert this difficult problem into a more tractable problem and obtain an optimum 
solution within an acceptable number of iterations.  

In the following sections, we focus on making the optimization problem more manageable 
using some mathematical transformations, and design a polynomial complexity algorithm to 
find the optimum solution. Note that the constraints (12b) and (12c) are not linear, however an 
equivalent transformation can be used to give the following linear form, 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

, 2
1 , 0

1

2
1 , ,

 0,                                    

0  , {1,..., }.    

tx tvN
tv rx tx

i pr i th
i

N
th th

i i i i i j i j i i
j i

p b
f p b b

f p b p b i N c

σ
γ

λ λ σ

=

+
≠

= − + ≤

= − + + ≤ ∀ ∈

∑

∑

p

p
 (13) 
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Alternatively, the objective function (12a) can be rewritten as the following difference 
between two convex functions 

 ( ) ( ),
2 2

1
log 1 ,

N
i i i

i i i

p b
u w

v σ=

 
+ = − + 

∑ p p  (14) 

where both ( )u p  and ( )w p  are concave functions  

 

( )

( )

2
2 ,

1 1

2
2 ,

1

log
.

log

N N

j i j i
i j

N N

j i j i
i j i

u p b

w p b

σ

σ

= =

= ≠

  
= +  

  


  = + 
 

∑ ∑

∑ ∑

p

p
 (15) 

The gradient of ( )w p  at each ip  is given by 

 
( ) ,

,2 2
1

1 1 ,
ln 2

N N
j i

j i
j i ji j j j j

bw
e

p v vσ σ≠ =

∂
= =

∂ + +∑ ∑
p

 (16) 

where , ,

0 ,

,
ln 2

j i j i

j i
e b

j i

=
= 

≠

, and we denote the column vector ( ) { } ( ){ }i

w
i pw τ ∂

∂∇ = = pp . Given 

a sequence { }k
ip  of feasible solutions, we can approximate ( )w p  by its first order Taylor 

expansion ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,k k kw w+ ∇ −p p p p  within the neighborhood of { }k
ip , and then 

replace the objective function by 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
0 ( ) , ,k k kf u w w− = − − ∇ −p p p p p p  (17) 

where ,x y Tx y= . Since ( )w p  is concave, ( )w p ( )( )kw≤ p ( )( ) ( ),k kw+ ∇ −p p p , if 

{ }1k
ip +  is feasible and ( )( ) ( )( )1

0 0
k kf f+− ≥ −p p . We also have 

( )( ) ( )( )1 1k ku w+ +− ≥p p ( )( )1
0

kf +− ≥p ( )( ) ( )( )k ku w−p p , therefore ( )0f− p  provides a 

good approximate lower bound for (14), so maximization of function (17) is equivalent to 
maximization of the original objective function. It is easy to find that each entry in the Hessian 
matrix ( )2

0f∇ p  is nonnegative, hence ( )0f p  is convex. We can then convert (12) into the 

following optimization problem for each { }k
ip  

 
( )

( ) ( )
0min   

s.t.   13b , 13c .

f p
 (18) 

Equation (18) above is a standard convex optimization programming problem [31], which is 
more tractable than the original form. 
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4. Algorithm Design and Analysis 

4.1 Existence of an Optimal Solution 
Before designing an efficient algorithm, we firstly analyze the duality properties to show the 
existence of an optimum solution and introduce the interior method to solve the problem. 

Firstly, by introducing nonnegative variables [ ]1 1,..., Nκ κ +=κ  for the inequality in (13b) 
and (13c), we obtain the Lagrange function as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

0
1

,  .
N

i i
i

L P f fκ κ
+

=

= +∑p p  (19) 

According to [31], the dual function is defined as an unconstrained minimization of the 
Lagrangian, and the constrained optimization (18) can now be solved via the unconstrained 
optimization problem 

 ( ) ( )inf  ,g L=
p

κ p κ  (20) 

The optimal value of the Lagrange dual problem is denoted as 
 ( )*

0
maximize ,d g

≥
=

κ
κ  (21) 

We refer to the difference opt d∗ ∗−  as the optimal duality gap of the primal problem, which 
is zero when strong duality holds [32]. In particular, the primal problem (18) is convex, and 
Slater’s condition can be satisfied due to the limits in (10) and (11): there exists any valid 
{ }k

ip  such that 
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∑
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where the inequality constraints must hold with strict inequality. Since the convexity and 
Slater’s theorem states that strong duality holds, this meets the following important theorem 
[31]: If a convex optimization problem with differentiable objective and constraint functions 
satisfies Slater’s condition, then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions provide 
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality.  

 ( ) ( )
1

*
0

1
0 .

N

i i
i

f fκ
+

∗ ∗

=

∇ + ∇ =∑p p  (23) 

The above equation is just one of the KKT conditions known as the recall function(19). 
According to the above theorem, the optimal duality gap is zero and the dual optimum can be 
attained when ∗p  is optimal and, together with ∗κ , satisfies the KKT conditions. However, 
for the formulated problem in this paper, it is impossible to solve the KKT conditions 
analytically. Therefore, we must turn to interior-point methods for solving the problem (18) 
and the KKT conditions. 

4.2 Optimum Power Allocation for Throughput Maximization Algorithm 
So far, the intractable nonconvex optimization problem (12) has been well approximated by 
the convex optimization problem(18). Most importantly, we have analyzed the existence of an 
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optimal solution and obtained the optimality conditions (KKT conditions). In this section, this 
paper attempts to develop a quick iterative algorithm. Base on the previous analysis, we 
introduce the barrier method to locate the global optimal solution, which is a representative 
technique from the class of interior point methods. The motivation is that the barrier method is 
simple to implement and shows good performance. The barrier method includes the Newton 
method for unconstrained minimization and a logarithmic barrier function. A few other 
methods should also be named. One is the efficient solver of the active set method, which 
differs from interior point methods since no barrier term is used to ensure that the algorithm 
remains interior with respect to the inequality constraints [33]. Another is the representative 
genetic algorithm (GA) of intelligent algorithms. GA is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm 
that solves the optimization problem based on evolutionary ideas of natural selection and 
genetics [34]. To verify its effectiveness, the proposed algorithm is compared with these two 
popular methods and this is discussed further with the simulation results. 

First, we consider the following unconstrained approximation of the inequality constrained 
problem (18) 

 ( ) ( )0
1min , 0 .f t
t
f+ >p p  (24) 

where ( ) ( )( )
1

1
log

N

i
i

ff
+

=

= − −∑p p  is called the logarithmic barrier function of (18), since 

( ) ( )1 logt u− −  is differentiable, convex and increases with 0u < . We can use Newton’s 

method to search for the minimum of (24) within max0, ∈  p p . The reason why we choose 
Newton’s method is that it exhibits the fastest convergence rates by using second derivation 
information for the computation of the descent direction. As [32] suggests, the quality of 
approximation improves as parameter t  grows. 

For 0t > , we assume ( )t∗p  is the solution of (24), which is strictly feasible, satisfies 

 ( )( ) { }0, 1,..., 1  ,if t i N∗ < ∈ +p  (25) 
and the first derivation condition 
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Defining ( ) ( )( ) { }1 , 1,..., 1
i

i t f t
t i Nκ ∗

∗

∗
= − ∈ +

p
, then (26) is expressed as 
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Compared with equation (23) of the KKT conditions, we can see that ( )t∗p  minimizes teh 

Lagrangian ( ),L P κ , therefore we have 
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It can be seen that the optimal duality gap is less than 1N
t
+ , thus ( )t∗p  is no more than 1N

t
+  

suboptimal and ( )t∗p  converges to optimal as t  tends to infinity.  
With the former analysis, we can use the following iterative algorithm to reach the optimum 

value of (12).  
 
Algorithm: Optimum power allocation for throughput maximization 

initialize: Judge whether the feasible solution conditions of (10) and (11) can be satisfied, if 
so, initialize 0k = , ( ) { }0 0

ip=p , ( )0 0t t= > , 1µ >  and tolerance 0ε > ; otherwise, the 
optimal solution does not exist. 

repeat 

1. set ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )
0 ( ) ,k k kf u w w= − − − ∇ −p p p p p p . 

2. repeat  
1). start at ( )kp , utilize Newton’s method to compute ( )t∗p  by minimizing 

( ) ( )0
1f
t
f+p p . 

2). update ( ) ( )k t∗=p p . 
3). increase t , t tµ= . 

until ( ) ( )01N t ε+ ≤ . 

3. update ( ) ( )( ){ }1 maxmax 0,min ,k
i ip p+ ∗=p . 

4. 1k k= + ,  

until ( )( ) ( )( )1
0 0

k kf f ε−− ≤p p  

4.2 Implementation details 
This algorithm should be embedded in the geolocation database, since that database is 
designed to hold the overall information. Generally, after finishing the channel coordination 
and admission control process in [20], the feasible solution condition of (10) and (11) are 
satisfied, and the formulated problem has an optimal solution. Firstly, given the initial point 

( ) { }0 0
ip=p , at its neighborhood, we can get the first order Taylor derivation of the original 

objective function, and we can solve the approximate convex problem instead. The convex 
problem is then further transformed into an unconstrained problem, and Newton’s method can 
be used to find the solution. 

The algorithm contains two-tier iterations (strictly there are three but we treat the barrier 
method, which utilizes Newton’s search, as a single iteration and analyze them integrally). The 
barrier method is the inner iteration and the objective function update is the outer iteration. 
Equation (28) suggests that the solution of (24) is no more than ( )1N t+  suboptimal with 
respect to the solution of (18). Therefore this restriction provides a stopping criterion for the 
barrier method, which guarantees that we have an ε  suboptimal solution. Then the obtained 
solution will be regarded as the new feasible starting point for the updated objective function. 
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The whole iterative process terminates after several outer iterations at 
( )( ) ( )( )1

0 0
k kf f ε−− ≤p p  when no further gain in the solution can be achieved within the 

tolerance threshold ε .  

4.3 Algorithm Initialization 

To perform the above algorithm, the initialization requires a start point ( )0p , which must be 
strictly feasible, and can be obtained by solving (10) and (11). Usually feasible points are not 
unique, and many methods can perform this search. One method used is to perform linear 
programming as 

 ( ) { }
{ }max

min    
s.t.     , 1,..., 1 ,

        0 , 1,..., .
i

i i

f i N

p p i N

τ
τ≤ ∈ +

< ≤ ∈

p  (29) 

where any valid { }0
ip  can be taken as the start point of the above problem, and the initial 

value of τ  can be set as ( ) ( )( )0 0

1,..., 1
max   ii N

fτ
= +

= p . Once 0τ < , a strictly feasible starting point 

can be found, if 0τ ≥ , the system is not strictly feasible. We do not provide details on this 
calculation for a more concise description, and just give the feasible start points for the 
algorithm. 

The other question is how to set ( )0t  and µ . For typical applications of the barrier method, 
t  is increased by a constant factor 1µ >  (typically 10) until the minimization of (24) by 
Newton’s method reaches a sufficient level of accuracy [33]. For the convergence rate of the 
barrier method in the proposed algorithm, ( )0t  should be neither too small nor too large. One 
reasonable method is to choose a value of ( )0t  which gives a similar order of magnitude of 

( ) ( )01N t+  and ( )( )0
0f opt∗−p . 

4.4 Complexity Analysis 
The highest computational cost of the proposed algorithm lies with the barrier method. It 
should be mentioned that, with Newton’s method as the unconstrained optimization solver, the 
computational complexity of the inner iteration is dominated by the solution of the linear 
equality system ( ) ( )2

ntf x x f x∇ ∆ = −∇�  for the Newton step ntx∆  with a given ( )2 f x∇  

and ( )f x∇  [33]. The generic methods for solving ntx∆  require computational operations of 

the approximate order ( )3O N ; however, the computation cost can be further reduced by the 

structure of ( )2 f x∇ . Since ( )2 f x∇  is a symmetric and positive defined matrix, this offers 
computational savings of around half of the generic case [31]. The convergence of the barrier 
method can be directly analyzed and after k  inner iterations, the duality gap is 

( ) ( )( )01 kN tµ+ , so the desired accuracy ε  is achieved after  
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( ) ( )( )( )

( )

0log 1

loginner

N t
n

ε

µ

+
=  (30) 

inner iterations. In fact, the outer iteration converges very quickly, and it only takes several 
iterations, denoted as outern , as long as the dimensions of the problem are not too large. 
Denoting the complexity of Newton’s method as 1C , then the total complexity of the proposed 
algorithm is 

 Algorithm 1  .outer innerC n n C=  (31) 
In summary, by exploiting the feasible solution for the original optimization problem and 
proposed algorithm, the huge computational requirements to find the optimum solution can be 
reduced to polynomial complexity.  

5. Simulation and Experimental Evaluation 

5.1 Simulation Setup 
As the scenario depicted in Section II, multiple D2D links can spatially reuse the TV channel 
licensed to a DTV system. The AP passes the communication requests and evacuation 
information received in a period to the geolocation database. The geolocation database has 
detailed information about registered D2D links, so can use an algorithm to allocate the 
regulated transmission powers to the new group of D2D links. For real-time purposes, the 
algorithm computational rate should as fast as possible. In Table 1, we list some of the system 
parameters used in the following simulations, for which the parameters of the DTV system and 
D2D communications are based on the specification in [22, 23, 35].  

We consider a single cell network in the simulation, where D2D pairs are uniformly 
distributed in the cell. The average distance between transmitter and receiver for each D2D 
pair is 20m, and the cell center is 500m from the victim TV receiver. There are two examples 
given below. The first example explains how the proposed algorithm can adapt to diverse 
hardware configurations and shows the convergence and accuracy performance; the second 
example deals with a large-dimensional problem. 
 

Table 1. System parameters used in simulations 
Parameter Value Comments 

B  6 MHz Bandwidth of a channel 

af  700 MHz Center frequency of DTV signal 

tx
tvp  90 dBm Transmission power of DTV transmitter 

2 ,  0i i Nσ ≤ ≤  -130 dBm Noise power 

0 0( , )x y  (0,0) 2-D coordinates of the victim TV receiver 

,
tv
rx txd  150 km Radius of DTV protection region 
α  2.5 Path loss exponent 
TV
Tl  100 m Height of DTV transmitter 

Tl , Rl , 
TV
Rl  2 m Antenna height of WSD, TV receiver 
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5.2 Simulation results 
Example 1: For the first investigation of the proposed method, a small number of D2D links 
are considered where all links are working on the same channel as the victim TV receiver. The 
parameters are set as follows: Number of links 5N = , SINR threshold of TV receiver 

20thγ = dBm, and the maximum transmission power of the D2D links and SINR threshold of 

each receiver are randomly set as [ ]max 20,22,25,23,25 T=p dBm and 

[ ]th 19,15,21,15,18 T=λ dB. With a feasible starting point of 
( ) [ ]0 11.8820 2.0418 9.2523 2.8438 7.0279 T=p dBm, Fig. 4 shows that the algorithm 

converges to the optimal solution after approximately eight outer iterations, which is very 
efficient. Since the transmission power of each D2D link varies, the SINR level at the D2D 
receivers and the victim TV receiver are adjusted accordingly. In Fig. 5, the solid lines refer to 
the adjustment tendency of each SINR level, and the dotted lines are the diverse SINR 
thresholds with respect to the different QoS constraints of each receiver. It can be seen that the 
proposed algorithm coordinates well with the D2D links without any violation of the QoS 
requirements. We set the tolerance threshold 410ε −=  to guarantee a reasonable accuracy for 
the solution, while avoiding too many iterative cycles for further tiny gains.  
 

   
 Fig. 4. Convergence of transmission power Fig. 5. The adjustment of SINR levels 
 

Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the inner iteration, which traces the minimization process by 
Newton’s method. In the proposed method, we solve (18) instead of (12), so we are concerned 
principally with the accuracy of the approximate derivation. As shown in Fig. 7, ( )0f− p  

approximates to a lower bound of ( ) ( )u w−p p , and updates itself after each iteration, which 
enables the approximation gap to be reduced notably and finally reach a high approximate 
accuracy.  
Example 2: In this example, we test the proposed method for a larger dimension scenario 
containing three available channels ( ), 1, 2a a a+ +  with each channel shared by ten D2D 
links. Both the co-channel and adjacent channel interference are considered in this simulation. 
The maximum transmission power levels of the mobile users/devices are set as 20dBm and the 
SINR threshold of the receivers are 20dB. The performance of each of the different methods is 
depicted in Fig. 8. In this figure, point 1 and point 2 are two different initial feasible points for 
the proposed algorithm and the active set algorithm. As can be seen, our methods can also 
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work well for a large-dimensional power allocation problem, although given different initial 
points the proposed method can track the optimum value with only several outer iterations, 
because the proposed method is actually a method to find the optimal feasible point. The active 
set method also shows strong performance, but the results are not as optimized as the proposed 
algorithm. Additionally, there may be a gap when the active set method is initialized from 
different feasible points. The reason is that each Newton search step in the proposed method 
requires second order information (gradients and Hessians), whereas the active set method 
uses only first order information (gradient). Hence the proposed algorithm can perform better, 
particularly near the optimum value. Since the search result of the genetic algorithm may be 
uncertain each time, we repeat the computational process several times and select the best one 
from historical results. Compared with the previous two methods, the results of the genetic 
algorithm still have much room for improvement. There are other conclusions that can be 
drawn from Fig. 8, including that although the outer iteration does not require much increased 
computation, the inner iteration needs more iterations to converge, which can also be inferred 
by (30). When the proposed algorithm converges, the transmission power of all the D2D links 
can be determined; consequently, the SINR level at each receiver is stabilized at its optimal 
state from an overall perspective (see Fig. 9). 
 

   
 Fig. 6. Convergence of objective function Fig. 7. Convergence of sum throughput 

   
 Fig. 8. Performance comparison  Fig. 9. Optimal SINR level vs. threshold SINR level 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a geolocation database assisted power allocation method to 
address multiple device-to-device communications within TV white space. Firstly, we have 
introduced a scenario where D2D communications access TVWS, and all the D2D links 
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distributed within a cell are spatially reusing incumbent DTV channels, which gives rise to the 
important challenge of coexistence between the TV receivers and the D2D links as well as 
self-coexistence between multiple D2D links. Secondly, we have formulated a sum throughput 
oriented optimization problem with the coexistence conditions as constraints. However, the 
original problem is neither linear nor convex; hence, it is difficult to find a solution. Then we 
have used an efficient method to convert the problem into a series of more tractable convex 
problems. We then have introduced the interior point method to solve the problem and have 
designed an effective algorithm based on the barrier method to find the solution with a low 
computational cost of polynomial complexity. Simulations show that the proposed method 
works well either in small-dimensional or large-dimensional problem, and has sufficient 
adaptability to adjust parameters for diverse devices. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has 
better performance compared with the popular active set algorithm and genetic algorithm. 
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